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Pollux filters ensure
supply of fresh air
Healthy indoor climate starts
with natural ventilation

Although some regions and cities in India suffer from a strongly polluted air,
still houses and buildings can be ventilated naturally (meaning: supplying
fresh air through window vents) using Renson Pollux filters. Convinced that
natural ventilation still is in the lead for a healthy and comfortable indoor
climate, Renson-ambassador Edwin Saldanha tested out this type of filters
himself and noticed their efficiency as well as their impact on the indoor
air quality.
Demand controlled ventilation
In fact, people aren’t aware of the risks of a bad indoor air quality. But knowing
we averagely spend 85% of our time indoors, they should be. Especially when
realizing indoor air quality is up till 10 times worse than outdoor air quality in a
lot of cases. That’s why it is important to provide enough fresh air and get rid of
the polluted air indoors, 24/7. Opening a window will only improve the indoor
air quality locally. And the positive effect is only limited and temporary. What we
really need, is controlled ventilation which supplies fresh air through dry rooms
such as the living room or bed rooms, while the polluted air is extracted through
wet rooms such as the bathroom and kitchen. This will ensure the polluted air
is – as it were – flushed from the home.
Fine dust and pollen kept out thanks to Pollux filters
Edwin Saldanha, CEO Doors&Doors Mumbai and one of Renson’s ambassadors
for India: “One way to be sure of a continuous flow of fresh air, is by installing
window vents on top of or glazed in the windows in the dry rooms. Renson
Invisivent or AR75 are two examples of window ventilators that provide fresh
air in a natural way. And even in regions or cities in India with strongly polluted
air, natural ventilation can be accomplished using the Renson Pollux filters
integrated in these window vents.”
The Pollux filters up to 90% of fine dust and pollen out of the incoming air. A permanently electrostatically charged filter
makes fine dust and pollen stick to the filter’s fibers. That’s how these pollutants don’t enter the room through the window
vent, together with the fresh air.
“I did the test myself installing Pollux filters in the AR75 window vents in my own house in Mumbai,” Edwin Saldanha confirms.
“After a while, the Pollux filters are black which means the incoming air can easily ‘pass through’ (without any impact on
airflow, thanks to its open structure) leaving behind all minuscule dust particles (with a maximum diameter of 10 micrometer)
in the filter.” Thanks to the open structure and its electrostatic charge, the Pollux filter cannot be obstructed. If the Pollux
is saturated with fine dust or pollen, it needs to be replaced by a new one. Of course, the replacement frequency depends
on the environment you live in and its degree of air pollution, but basically, Pollux filters are recommended to be replaced
after 15 months in rural areas, after 12 months in urban areas and after 9 months in strongly fine dust-loaded areas near
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highways or industrial areas.

